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Note : 1 . Answer any FOUR full questions from question No. 1 to 7.
2. Question No.8 : Case Study is compulsory.

1 a. Define the term: "Services". (03 Marks)
b. Explain in brief the myths surrounding the service that has led to inattention to this

2

c.
sector.
Explain the expanded marketing mix for services.

(07 Marks)
(10 Marks)

a. Explain in brief the concept "The Services Marketing Triangle". (03 Marks)
b. Explain major differences between goods and services with its implications.

(07 Marks)

c. Describe the four service provider gaps briefly. What are the factors leading to the
provider gaps? (10 Marks)

3 a. State the four categories in consumer decision making and evaluation process.
(03 Marks)

b. What are the four propositions related to "Information Search" and six propositions
related to "Evaluation of Services"? (07 Marks)

c. Explain the five propositions related to "Service Purchase" and four more

4

5

a.

propositions related to "post-purchase evaluation".

What is "Zone of Tolerance"?

(10 Marks)

(03 Marks)

b. Explain five dimensions of servqual. (07 Marks)
c. Explain the various stages involved in Marketing Research in Services Marketing.

a. Define the term "Physical Evidence of Services ".

(10 Marks)

(03 Marks)

b. Explain the elements of Physical evidence . (07 Marks)

c. Explain the goals of Customer Relationship Management . (10 Marks)

6 a. Who are the key intermediaries for service delivery? (03 Marks)
b. What are the benefits and challenges from the franchiser's perspectives and

7

c.
Franchisee's perspectives?
Explain the various factors used in pricing of services.

(07 Marks)
(10 Marks)

a. Define market segmentation . (03 Marks)

b. What. are the strategies for effective delivery through Intermediaries? Explain.

c. What are the new trends in CRM? Explain .
(07 Marks)
(10 Marks)
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Barista's New Brew

Barista Coffee Company (BCC) entered Indian Market in 2000 with the vision of ushering in a "coffee
drinking revolution" and redefining "pub hopping". Yogesh Samant, the new CEO finds the business in a
slump.

According to an ex-Barista senior manager, "Things started going wrong with the Tatas ' finding, which led
to Barista expanding indiscriminately. The sole objective was to open more stores with the purpose of
creating more shareholder value."

Priorities at BCC have been redefined - consolidation instead of expansion and taking the business to a
different phase are•now on the agenda. The reorganization exercise is being implemented on several fronts.
Relocation of outlets and exiting non-starters are perhaps the most significant of these. The unviable stores
that BCC proposes to shut down will be those from the combination of metros and SEC B and SEC C
towns and cities. Most of the will be stand-alone stores. For the record, about 15 Barista stores are in the
malls, the rest being stand-alones, 130 in all.

Samant expects the ratio of mall stores to stand-alones to increase. The industry experts are of the opinion
that BCC shouldhave done this exercise much earlier. Explains Jagdeep kapoor, MD of Samsika marketing
Consultants, "Instead of quantity and spread , Batista should have concentrated on quality and focus. What
is the point in supporting stores which do not perform?"

Another change at BCC is that, for the first time since the coffee chain began operations in India, it is
taking the franchise route to expand its operations. While one theory suggests that while Tatas want to de-
risk the existing business model, industry watchers are skeptical whether this strategy will work for BCC in
the long run.

The cost reduction in the operations level will be the other key ingredient of BCC's new brew. BCC is
addressing its supply chain economics and driving operating efficiencies . It is also reverting to the three-

week-training schedule for its frontline staff

On the price-front, across-the board price reductions up to 25% which BCC undertook beginning in April
2003, have generated satisfactory response, claims Samant. "There has been 47% increase in footfalls in

the past four months", he says . International Coffee blends, for example, are priced at Rs.45 now, as against

80 or 90 earlier. Prices of classic cold coffees were brought down by Rs. 10 . So were the prices of standard
cappuccino coffees; from Rs.40 to Rs.30. Frappes , too, has seen the price reductions from Rs.55 to Rs.40

per cup.

Among other strategies is customizing stores to suit localities . Other exercises such as co-promotions with

movies and co-branding with synergic product categories will carry on as routine marketing exercises. As

for advertising,BCC hired Rediffusion DY&R on a first year budget of Rs.3 crore.

Answer the fallowing questions:

1. Is franchising a good strategy for Barista ? Why or why not?

2. How de you grow while controlling costs at the same time?
3. How are consumers likely to perceive drop in prices?
4. Was the pricing strategy incorrect? Argue in favour or against.

(05 Marks)
(05 Marks)
(05 Marks)
(05 Marks)
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